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Sicily by Car S.p.A., a leader car rental Company, was founded by Tommaso Dragotto in 1963, which began his 
entrepreneur challenge with a car eet made up of a Fiat 1300, a Fiat 1100 and two Fiat 500's. Following a trading 
expansion programme of the Company and thanks to the experience and skills of the managers, Sicily by Car went 
beyond its regional borders becoming a great national reality.

SSicily by Car  has had a constant development during the years and it is present in all main Italian cities with more than 
50 offices. Since December 2017 it is also present in Albania, with offices in Tirana, and, since December 2019 in Malta as 
well. Today the Company owns 20,000 vehicles (standard and electric), with all comforts and freshly registered.

Hiring with Sicily by Car allows you to choose among: cheap, compact, intermediate, standard, convertible, estate, 9 
seater, and luxury cars - electric cars and vans - medium and long term hire. Today Sicily by Car is an industrial system 
which does not aim exclusively at account verication and efficiency only.

LLeading the demand, the customers and the general thought to the hard passage towards electric vehicles is, no doubt, 
a tough challenge, but, at the same time, this will affect the environment health.

The Company has embraced a social responsibility policy for a long time, by inserting electric vehicles in their eet.

Sicily by Car considers the "social responsibility" today as an investment, not a fee.

The strategic evolution which went along the Company growth, led Sicily by Car founder to create "Fondazione Tommaso 
Dragotto".

""Fondazione" was born, in fact, as an ethical expression of Sicily by Car, with the environment and cultural heritage 
coexistence and protection, through national and international cultural and scientic research projects, spreading "social 
responsibility" and managing culture principles.

Sicily by Car S.p.A. a leader car rental Company
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TIRANA AIRPORTMALTA AIRPORT

MALPENSA AIRPORTLAMEZIA AIRPORT

PALERMO AIRPORTCATANIA AIRPORT

FIRENZE AIRPORTFIUMICINO AIRPORT

MORE THAN 50 OFFICES ALL OVER ITALY, ALBANIA AND MALTA



Headquarter - Via Cinisi, 3 -  90044 Carini (PA)
Tel. +39 091.6390111 - www.sicilybycar.it - sbc@sbc.it


